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Background. Preexposure prophylaxis (PrEP) is effective for preventing human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection among
men who have sex with men (MSM) within trial settings. Population impact will depend on clinical indications for PrEP initiation,
coverage levels, and drug adherence. No modeling studies have estimated the impact of clinical practice guidelines for PrEP issued by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

Methods. Mathematical models of HIV transmission among MSM were used to estimate the percentage of infections averted
(PIA) and the number needed to treat (NNT) under behavioral indications of the CDC’s PrEP guidelines. We modeled the contri-
bution of these indications while varying treatment coverage and adherence.

Results. At 40% coverage of indicated MSM over the next decade, application of CDC guidelines would avert 1162 infections per
100 000 person-years, 33.0% of expected infections. The predicted NNT for the guidelines would be 25. Increasing coverage and
adherence jointly raise the PIA, but reductions to the NNT were associated with better adherence only.

Conclusions. Implementation of CDC PrEP guidelines would result in strong and sustained reductions in HIV incidence among
MSM in the United States. The guidelines strike a good balance between epidemiological impact (PIA) and efficiency (NNT) at
plausible scale-up levels. Adherence counseling could maximize public health investment in PrEP by decreasing the NNT.

Keywords. HIV; men who have sex with men; preexposure prophylaxis; clinical guidelines; mathematical model; sexual
network.

The efficacy of daily oral antiretroviral preexposure prophylaxis
(PrEP) for the prevention of human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) infection was established in several randomized con-
trolled trials (RCTs), including the iPrEx study that tested the
tenofovir disoproxil fumarate and emtricitabine formulation
among men who have sex with men (MSM) [1]. Intent-to-
treat analyses estimated a prevention benefit of 44%, with effi-
cacy at 73% among those with high self-reported adherence and
92% among those with serum-detectable drug levels [2]. Poor
adherence had been a problem in establishing efficacy of
PrEP in some RCTs [3], but subsequent demonstration studies
have found stronger adherence in open-label settings [4, 5].

In response to these trial results, the US Food and Drug Ad-
ministration approved a label indication for the prescription of
Truvada for PrEP among uninfected persons at high risk of in-
fection [6], and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC) subsequently released guidelines for its use in clinical
practice [7]. In these guidelines, PrEP is indicated for MSM
who are at “substantial risk” of infection, defined primarily by
3 behavioral criteria: unprotected (ie, condomless) anal inter-
course (UAI) in HIV status–unknown monogamous partner-
ships, UAI outside a monogamous partnership, and anal
intercourse (AI) in a known-serodiscordant partnership. Sexu-
ally transmitted infection diagnoses, another criterion, are con-
sidered biological indications of risky sexual activity. For each
criterion, clinicians should query these indications over the
prior 6 months; any events during that “risk window” trigger
a possible indication for PrEP. The CDC supports PrEP use
as part of a comprehensive prevention plan that includes
other biomedical and behavioral prevention strategies.

The guidelines’ criteria were devised based on analyses of
RCT data [8]. However, persons eligible for and willing to par-
ticipate in RCTs may not represent the broader target popula-
tion for interventions [9]. Public PrEP programs also may not
replicate the extensive ancillary risk reduction and adherence
counseling components within research settings [10]. It is there-
fore critical to understand the impact of different schemes for
targeting PrEP on population-level HIV incidence. Mathemat-
ical models provide one approach to estimating PrEP impact
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[11, 12], but PrEP models of MSM to date have modeled uptake
schemes that differ from the CDC guidelines [13] or use static
modeling approaches that do not represent MSM sexual part-
nerships relevant for the guidelines’ behavioral indications
[14]. A model-based investigation of the CDC guidelines will
be helpful for state and local public health officials seeking to
estimate the impact of including PrEP within a comprehensive
HIV prevention plan.

In this study, we model HIV transmission dynamics among
MSM to estimate the proportion of infections averted, the
number needed to treat (NNT) with PrEP to prevent 1 new in-
fection, and related epidemiological outcomes after implement-
ing PrEP according to the CDC guidelines. The goal is to
quantify reductions in incidence associated with individual
guideline indications, separately and jointly, and to explore
the impact of varying conditions of coverage and adherence pat-
terns during the next 10 years.

METHODS

Study Design
This study uses a network-based mathematical model of HIV
transmission dynamics in an open population of MSM in the
United States. This work builds on an earlier modeling project
to investigate the causes and consequences of racial disparities
in HIV incidence among MSM in the United States [15]. Param-
eters for sexual behavior were drawn from 2 empirical studies of
MSM in Atlanta, Georgia [16]. Our model was built and simulat-
ed using the open-source EpiModel (version 1.2.5) software pack-
age (http://epimodel.org) for the R statistical computing platform
[17]. The full methodological framework for these mathematical
models, including the statistical estimation of dynamic network
models, model parameterization, simulation, and data analysis,
are provided in a Supplementary Appendix.

HIV Transmission and Progression
Similar to prior studies [18], this study modeled HIV transmis-
sion over sexual contact networks using exponential random
graph models, a flexible statistical method for simulating dy-
namic partnerships parameterized from behavioral data [19].
The modeled network had 3 components: main partners, short-
er-term casual partners with repeated contacts, and one-time
partners. The set of persons was the same in each component,
but the predictors of partnership formation varied by partner-
ship type, with different model terms for degree (number of on-
going partners for each member of the pair), age homophily
(selecting partners of similar age), and sexual role segregation
(such that 2 exclusively receptive men cannot pair, nor can 2
exclusively insertive men). For main and casual partnerships,
there was a constant hazard of relationship dissolution, reflect-
ing the median duration of each type.

Clinical HIV progression followed the natural course of disease
and antiretroviral therapy (ART) treatment profiles [20]. Persons

progressed through disease stages in the absence of ART with
evolving HIV viral loads that modified the rate of HIV transmis-
sion in serodiscordant pairs. Per-act factors influencing the trans-
mission probability included viral load [21], condom use [22],
receptive versus insertive sexual position [18], circumcision for
an insertive negative partner [23], and the presence of the
CCR5-Δ32 genetic allele [24, 25]. After infection, persons were
assigned into clinical care trajectories controlling rates of HIV di-
agnosis, ART initiation, and HIV viral suppression, to match em-
pirical estimates of the prevalence of these states [15]. ART was
associated with decreased viral load (and related transmission
risk) [26] and extended life span [27].

PrEP Indications and Uptake
The guidelines recommend assessing patients for PrEP at diag-
nostic HIV testing, with a focus on the prior 6 months of behav-
ior (the risk window). Based on empirical data [15], a small
proportion of MSM (6.5%) never tested for HIV in our models,
and the remainder tested at regular intervals (approximately
yearly before and quarterly after PrEP initiation). We varied
the risk window (independent from the testing interval), from
6 months in the base scenario, to 3 and 12 months in sensitivity
analyses. Behavior was tracked over that window; any behavioral
events accumulated to establish an indication for PrEP at that
test visit. MSM were assessed for PrEP indications only at visits
in which their HIV test result was negative. At that time, MSM
were allowed to start PrEP only if the proportion of MSM on
this regimen had not surpassed a threshold coverage fraction,
which we varied from a default of 40% to between 10% and
90% in sensitivity analyses.

This model explicitly simulated PrEP eligibility based on the 3
behavioral conditions in the CDC guidelines: UAI in monoga-
mous partnerships with a partner not recently tested negative
for HIV, UAI outside a monogamous partnership, and AI in a
known-serodiscordant partnership [7]. We modeled PrEP indi-
cations for these 3 conditions separately and then jointly to esti-
mate their individual and combined prevention effects (Table 1).
Because of potential variations in clinical interpretation of the
guidelines, we explored 2 different functional definitions: a “liter-
al” version based on the specific guideline wording and a “clini-
cal” version that could be more realistically assessed in practice.

For condition 1, the literal version defined monogamy as both
partners in a long-term partnership having no outside partner-
ships, whereas the clinical version required only the person as-
sessed for PrEP to exhibit monogamy [28]. For condition 2, the
literal version considered any UAI outside a monogamous part-
nership, where monogamy was defined by the number of ongo-
ing partnerships (sexual network degree, 1), an the clinical
version indicated PrEP if there was any UAI outside self-defined
“main” partnerships. For condition 3, the guideline definition
was AI in a known-serodiscordant partnership, but we also
modeled a high-risk variant requiring that condomless AI
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occurred in these partnerships. The CDC guidelines indicate
PrEP based on the union of conditions 1–3. We modeled 3 var-
iants of this union, based on the different condition combina-
tions, comprising a plausible range of PrEP risk assessment
schemes in clinical practice.

Once men started PrEP, they returned for diagnostic assess-
ment at quarterly intervals. As stipulated by the guidelines, men
were assessed for ongoing risk indications yearly. MSM who
formerly had indications but then had none after a period of
no triggering behavioral conditions within the risk window
were removed from PrEP. Men starting PrEP were assigned a
fixed adherence profile reflecting an average weekly dosage. Ad-
herence profile parameters were drawn from an open-label
demonstration project reweighted by race to account for the
small proportion of nonwhite persons in that study [29]. Our
base model assigned 21.1% of men as nonadherent (0 doses),
7.0% as taking <2 doses per week, 10.0% taking 2–3 doses per
week, and 61.9% taking ≥4 doses per week. In sensitivity anal-
yses for adherence, we varied the proportion in the highly ad-
herent group from 10% to 90% by proportionally reallocating
MSM into the lower 3 adherence groups. Use of PrEP resulted
in a reduction of the per-act probability of infection correlated
with adherence level: 0%, 31%, 81%, and 95% for the nonadher-
ent to high-adherence groups [2]. To focus on coverage and ad-
herence, we did not model changes to risk behavior after PrEP
initiation in this study; to date, little evidence for risk compen-
sation among MSM has been found [2, 4, 29, 30].

Simulation and Analysis
Burn-in models establishing equilibrium in epidemiological
and demographic outcomes were simulated with a starting pop-
ulation size of 10 000 MSM, with men entering the network at
sexual onset and exiting owing to death or reaching age 40 years.
This model was calibrated using approximate Bayesian compu-
tation methods [31] fit to a stable HIV prevalence in the popu-
lation of 26%, consistent with the Atlanta studies supplying
many behavioral parameters [15]. From there, each PrEP sce-
nario was simulated 250 times over 10 years.

HIV outcomes and time on PrEP were tracked under each
scenario. These were used to calculate the primary outcomes:
HIV incidence and prevalence; the number of infections averted
(NIA) and percentage of infections averted (PIA), relative to a
scenario in which there was no PrEP; and the number of per-
son-years on PrEP needed to prevent 1 infection (ie, the NNT).
The NIA was the difference in the cumulative incidence be-
tween the active PrEP scenarios and a scenario in which no
PrEP was provided. The PIAwas the NIA divided by the cumu-
lative incidence in that non-PrEP scenario. The NNT was the
person-time on PrEP divided by the reciprocal of the NIA for
each scenario. Given the stochastic framework of these models,
we presented the means and 95% credible intervals (middle
95% of simulated data) for each outcome. We developed an on-
line web application (https://prism.shinyapps.io/cdc-prep-
guidelines) for further exploration of model results.

RESULTS

Table 2 provides the primary results for each behavioral indica-
tion and the joint union of those indications, assuming 40%
coverage of indicated MSM and 62% high adherence among
those covered. Implementing PrEP consistent with CDC guide-
lines under these assumptions resulted in a monotonic decline
in HIV prevalence and incidence. Under the best-performing
joint scenario for the guidelines’ indications (scenario J2),
PrEP would avert 33% of new infections among MSM over
the next 10 years. This would require treating 25 uninfected
MSM for 1 year per infection averted.

Figure 1 shows the cumulative PIA based on this J2 scenario
over 10 years. The PIA was lower at the introduction of PrEP,
with rapid, nonlinear growth as PrEP-naive MSM started
PrEP at their regular HIV testing visits. The PIA continued to
grow, more linearly, over the decade as infections were averted
through both the direct prevention benefit of PrEP among the
current users and the indirect benefit to the population by low-
ering community HIV prevalence (the “downstream” preven-
tion effect).

As shown in Figure 2 and Table 2, each behavioral indication
in the guidelines had a unique contribution to this overall im-
pact. Condition 1, targeting UAI in status-unknown monoga-
mous partnerships, yielded a lower PIA than the other 2
conditions. Condition 2, targeting UAI outside monogamous

Table 1. Scenario Definitions for Models of PrEP in MSM Based on CDC
Guidelines for Behavioral Indications

Indication Definition

Condition 1 UAI inmonogamous, HIV status–unknown partnership

1a 2-sided monogamy assessment

1b 1-sided monogamy assessment

Condition 2 UAI outside monogamous partnership

2a Nonmonogamy defined as degree >1 in interval

2b Nonmonogamy defined as nonmain partnership

Condition 3 AI in known-serodiscordant partnership

3a Any AI in partnership

3b Any UAI in partnership

Joint conditions

J1: 1a or 2a or 3a Literal CDC guidelines scenario

J2: 1b or 2b or 3a Clinical scenario

J3: 1b or 2b or 3b Higher-risk clinical scenario

Sensitivity analyses

Coverage Proportion of MSM with indications who start PrEP:
10%–90% (base model, 40%)

Adherence Proportion of MSM initiated on PrEP who are highly
adherent: 10%–90% (base model, 61.9%)

Risk assessment
window

Length of historical time window to conduct risk
assessment: 3, 6 (base model), or 12 mo

Abbreviations: AI, anal intercourse; CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; HIV,
human immunodeficiency virus; MSM, men who have sex with men; PrEP, preexposure
prophylaxis; UAI, unprotected AI.
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partnerships, would prevent 13%–23% of infections, depending
on the definition of monogamy. PrEP indications for UAI in
non-main partnerships (condition 2b) yielded a higher PIA
but also a higher NNT than the concurrency-based definition
(condition 2a); the former was more prevalent but a lower-
risk activity than the latter. Condition 3 had the best efficiency
(lowest NNT) of any indication but a relatively low PIA for sim-
ilar reasons. For the joint conditions reflecting the full scope of
the guidelines, the J2 scenario that combined individual condi-
tions 1b, 2b, and 3a averted the most infections. Given the op-
timum performance of J2 in these simulations, we used it as the
indication variant for the sensitivity analyses on 2 key model as-
sumptions: coverage and adherence.

In Table 3, the sensitivity analyses for coverage assumed the
base adherence level (61.9% as highly adherent), whereas the
sensitivity analyses for adherence assumed the base coverage
level (40%). Both factors modified how PrEP decreased HIV in-
cidence among MSM. Coverage of 10% would prevent only 11%
of infections, whereas coverage of 90% would prevent 50% over
10 years. Similarly, increasing adherence among MSMwith 40%
coverage lowered incidence and increased the PIA (from 33% to
40% if 90% of MSM were highly adherent). Under less optimis-
tic scenarios, poor adherence reduced the PIA by circulating
PrEP prescriptions among men who did not receive a pharma-
cological benefit. The left panel of Figure 3 shows the interac-
tion between adherence and coverage for the PIA along a
continuous gradient. At low coverage levels (<30%), improving
adherence has only a marginal impact on the PIA, whereas at
higher coverage (>50%) the combined effects become linear
in their interaction.

Varying coverage and adherence also differentially modified
the efficiency of PrEP, measured by the NNT. Increasing or de-
creasing coverage had minimal impact on the NNT, which aver-
aged 24–27 across all coverage levels; this was because the NNT
was a measure standardized to coverage as a function of person-
years on PrEP. This contrasts with adherence, because greater
adherence was associated with a lower NNT. The right panel of
Figure 3 depicts this finding; the contour bands are horizontally
oriented, indicating that increasing adherence, but not coverage,
will reduce the NNT. The efficiency of PrEP was lower with lower

Table 2. Epidemiological Outcomes 10 Years After Initiation of PrEP in MSM, by Behavioral Indication Scenario, With 40% Coverage and High Adherence
in 62%

Model Scenario

Outcome (95% CrI)

Prevalence Incidencea NIAb PIAc NNTd

No PrEP 25.9 (24.6–26.6) 3.55 (1.25–6.31) . . . . . . . . .

Individual conditions

Condition 1: UAI in monogamous HIV status–unknown partnership

1a (2 sided) 24.5 (23.4–25.6) 3.28 (.71–6.45) 201 (51–386) 5.7 (1.4–10.9) 57 (23–253)

1b (1 sided) 23.6 (22.4–24.8) 3.06 (.65–6.17) 380 (210–543) 10.8 (5.9–15.4) 45 (26–79)

Condition 2: UAI outside monogamous partnership

2a (Degree >1) 23.2 (22.2–24.2) 2.94 (.63–5.92) 449 (290–596) 12.7 (8.2–16.9) 18 (13–28)

2b (Non-main) 21.1 (20.1–22.0) 2.49 (.51–5.20) 816 (674–970) 23.2 (19.1–27.5) 23 (19–28)

Condition 3: AI in known-serodiscordant partnership

3a (Any AI) 23.0 (21.9–24.1) 2.89 (.61–5.90) 494 (326–687) 14.0 (9.2–19.5) 15 (10–23)

3b (UAI) 23.5 (22.4–24.5) 3.03 (.63–6.11) 402 (228–565) 11.4 (6.5–16.0) 14 (9–26)

Joint conditions

J1: 1a or 2a or 3a 20.6 (19.6–21.6) 2.40 (.46–5.09) 918 (779–1060) 26.1 (22.1–30.1) 22 (19–27)

J2: 1b or 2b or 3a 19.2 (18.2–20.2) 2.08 (.17–4.54) 1162 (1023–1301) 33.0 (29.0–36.9) 25 (22–28)

J3: 1b or 2b or 3b 19.4 (18.4–20.3) 2.11 (.20–4.62) 1123 (971–1268) 31.9 (27.6–36.0) 25 (21–29)

Abbreviations: AI, anal intercourse; CrI, credible interval from the simulations; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; MSM,men who have sex with men; NIA, number of infections averted; NNT,
number needed to treat; PIA, percentage of infections averted; PrEP, preexposure prophylaxis; UAI, unprotected AI.
a Incidence per 100 person-years at risk.
b NIA per 100 000 person-years at risk.
c PIA compared with expected in no-PrEP scenario.
d NNT on PrEP for 1 year to avert 1 new infection.

Figure 1. Cumulative percentage of infections averted (red line) and 95% credible
intervals (pink band) over 10 years of a preexposure prophylaxis (PrEP) intervention
among men who have sex with men, assuming that 40% of those with behavioral
indications started PrEP and 61.9% of those receiving PrEP are highly adherent.
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Figure 2. Box plots of the percentage of infections averted and number needed to treat to prevent 1 new infection by the individual behavioral indications (1a–3b; blue) and
joint guideline scenarios (J1–J3; red) outlined in Table 1. Boxes indicate interquartile ranges; whiskers, 95% credible intervals for outcomes across all 250 simulations for each
scenario.

Table 3. Sensitivity Analyses for J2 Joint Clinical Scenario, Varying PrEP Coverage, Proportion of Persons Highly Adherent, and Length of Risk
Assessment Window

Model Scenario

Outcome (95% CrI)

Prevalence Incidencea NIAb PIAc NNTd

Coverage, %

10 23.5 (22.4–24.8) 3.02 (.65–6.14) 382 (169–556) 10.8 (4.8–15.8) 26 (16–63)

20 21.8 (20.8–22.9) 2.61 (.56–5.38) 697 (535–843) 19.8 (15.2–23.9) 24 (19–32)

30 20.4 (19.5–21.5) 2.32 (.34–4.95) 945 (787–1091) 26.8 (22.3–31.0) 24 (21–30)

40 (base) 19.2 (18.2–20.2) 2.08 (.17–4.54) 1162 (1023–1301) 33.0 (29.0–36.9) 25 (22–28)

50 18.4 (17.5–19.3) 1.92 (.05–4.28) 1301 (1169–1420) 36.9 (33.2–40.3) 26 (23–29)

60 17.6 (16.8–18.5) 1.77 (.03–4.06) 1443 (1339–1563) 41.0 (38.0–44.4) 26 (24–28)

70 16.9 (16.0–17.8) 1.65 (<0.01 to 3.77) 1567 (1436–1688) 44.5 (40.8–47.9) 26 (24–29)

80 16.3 (15.5–17.2) 1.53 (<0.01 to 3.60) 1671 (1538–1792) 47.4 (43.7–50.9) 26 (24–29)

90 15.8 (15.1–16.7) 1.46 (<0.01 to 3.53) 1752 (1623–1868) 49.7 (46.1–53.0) 27 (25–29)

Adherence, %

10 22.3 (21.3–23.5) 2.73 (.59–5.65) 612 (448–772) 17.4 (12.7–21.9) 48 (37–67)

20 21.6 (20.7–22.6) 2.59 (.52–5.43) 734 (579–869) 20.8 (16.4–24.7) 40 (33–52)

30 21.0 (19.9–22.0) 2.44 (.45–5.13) 853 (695–994) 24.2 (19.7–28.2) 34 (28–42)

40 20.4 (19.3–21.5) 2.33 (.38–4.99) 946 (803–1089) 26.9 (22.8–30.9) 30 (26–36)

50 19.9 (18.9–20.8) 2.22 (.29–4.80) 1043 (906–1181) 29.6 (25.7–33.5) 28 (24–32)

61.9 (base) 19.2 (18.2–20.2) 2.08 (.17–4.54) 1162 (1023–1301) 33.0 (29.0–36.9) 25 (22–28)

70 18.8 (17.9–19.9) 1.98 (.10–4.37) 1231 (1076–1352) 34.9 (30.5–38.4) 23 (21–27)

80 18.3 (17.5–19.4) 1.90 (.04–4.29) 1314 (1172–1437) 37.3 (33.3–40.8) 22 (19–25)

90 17.7 (16.9–18.6) 1.78 (.02–4.06) 1418 (1291–1533) 40.2 (36.6–43.5) 20 (18–22)

Risk window, mo

3 19.9 (18.9–20.9) 2.24 (.30–4.81) 1039 (898–1194) 29.5 (25.5–33.9) 21 (18–25)

6 (base) 19.2 (18.2–20.2) 2.08 (.17–4.54) 1162 (1023–1301) 33.0 (29.0–36.9) 25 (22–28)

12 18.7 (17.7–19.6) 1.93 (.03–4.31) 1260 (1120–1395) 35.8 (31.8–39.6) 27 (24–31)

Abbreviations: CrI, credible interval from the simulations; NIA, number of infections averted; NNT, number needed to treat; PIA, percentage of infections averted; PrEP, preexposure prophylaxis.
a Incidence per 100 person-years at risk.
b Number of infections averted per 100 000 person-years at risk.
c Percentage of infections averted compared with expected in no-PrEP scenario.
d NNT on PrEP for 1 year to avert 1 new infection.
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adherence, because more person-time on PrEP was diluted
among men who received no prevention benefit.

Table 3 also shows that increasing the length of the risk as-
sessment window during diagnostic HIV testing visits, from 6
to 12 months, had a minimal impact on the PIA (increase
from 33% to 36%). The PIA increased only marginally because
sexual behavior was temporally autocorrelated. Initiating PrEP
for MSM with less frequent risk indications would avert further
infections, yet assessment over this longer interval increased the
NNT from 25 to 27, because PrEP uptake would occur among
MSM who were at lower risk.

DISCUSSION

Implementation of CDC guidelines for PrEP would result in
significant and sustained declines in HIV prevalence and inci-
dence among MSM in the United States, according to our mod-
eling study. This assumes fixed sexual behaviors, clinical care
utilization patterns, and other factors potentially influencing
HIV transmission dynamics that could potentially reduce the
prevention benefits of PrEP. Under the 3 behavioral indications
for PrEP within the guidelines, 40% coverage of indicated MSM,
and 62% high adherence, 1162 new infections would be averted
per 100 000 person-years at risk, representing 33% of cases ex-
pected over the next decade. This study therefore provides
strong support for the CDC HIV prevention guidelines from
a modeling framework.

The models in this study explicitly represented the CDC
guidelines’ behavioral indications for MSM based on the unique

aspects of their dynamic sexual partnership networks, using ro-
bust statistical and mathematical modeling methods [17, 19].
The complex structure of main, casual, and one-time sexual
MSM partnership networks in which HIV infection risk occurs
contributes to the high prevalence of HIV among MSM in the
United States [18] and will be critical to target for any interven-
tion seeking to mitigate that epidemic [20].

Each of the behavioral indications for the guidelines resulted
in substantial averted infections in our model, but some more
than others. For conditions 1 (UAI in monogamous status-un-
known partnerships) and 2 (UAI outside monogamous part-
nerships), we found important differences in prevention
benefits based on the indication definition, with the “clinical”
versions (conditions 1b and 2b) each averting nearly twice the
infections as their corresponding “literal” versions (conditions
1a and 2a). The clinical versions are therefore recommended be-
cause of their optimal performance. Targeting MSM with any
AI in known-serodiscordant partnerships (condition 3a) pre-
vented more infections than limiting prescription to those spe-
cifically with condomless AI in those partnerships (condition
3b), consistent with the guidelines’ indication of any AI [7].

The single greatest contributor to overall incidence reduction
in the joint scenario models was coverage level, the fraction of
the population with behavioral indications who started PrEP.
Achieving sustained high coverage will be challenging, owing
to losses at each step of the “PrEP continuum.” [32] Addressing
gaps in access to HIV testing and other clinical settings in which
PrEP assessment and prescription occur is critical in linking

Figure 3. Percentage of infections averted (PIA) and number needed to treat (NNT) under the joint clinical practice model (scenario J2), with varying coverage (proportion of
men who have sex with men with behavioral indications who start preexposure prophylaxis) and adherence (proportion receiving who maintain a high-adherence profile, ie,
taking ≥4 doses per week). Results are cumulative outcomes over 10 years of the simulations.
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PrEP availability to uptake. Adherence to PrEP after initiation is
the other component contributing to its success. Our base sce-
narios used a heterogeneous adherence profile based on a recent
PrEP demonstration project of MSM [29]. Open-label studies
such as ours and others [5] have shown greater adherence
than in blinded trials [1], yet both types of studies may not re-
flect the long-term adherence patterns of MSM outside study
settings and throughout their sexual lifetimes. Our sensitivity
analyses included a broad range of adherence scenarios reflect-
ing possibilities over the next decade.

Intervention targeting generally requires a trade-off between
epidemiological impact (eg, PIA) and efficiency (eg, NNT) [33].
Analyses of iPrEx findings suggested that targeting PrEP more
broadly (to persons with any UAI) would prevent many more
infections than targeting a high-risk group, but at low efficiency
(NNT approaching 100) [8]. Yet those analyses and static trans-
mission models were unable to account for the downstream
prevention effects of PrEP, wherein the benefits accrue from
both direct PrEP use and indirect community-level protection
over time.

Accounting for indirect effects can substantially improve the
efficiency of PrEP, lowering the NNT by 50%–100% compared
with estimates from models with direct effects only [14]. Al-
though a formal economic analysis is outside the scope of this
study, the increased efficiency predicted by our findings will
translate into a higher cost-effectiveness for PrEP. Our epidemi-
ological model results may be incorporated into a cost-effectiveness
analysis, as others have done [34]. Overall, taking into account
the direct and indirect effects, implementing PrEP based on the
indications in the CDC guidelines strikes a good balance be-
tween impact and efficiency according to our study, with 33%
of infections averted and an NNT of 25.

Finally, our study highlights the critical role of adherence for
both effectiveness and efficiency. Across all levels of coverage,
increasing the proportion of MSM receiving PrEP who are
highly adherent will strongly effect the efficiency of PrEP: the
NNT could be reduced from approximately 50 with poor adher-
ence to 20 with optimal adherence. Increasing adherence to that
degree will be a challenge, requiring high-quality adherence
counseling [35], but will yield substantial public health cost sav-
ings in scaling up PrEP for MSM in the United States [36]. On-
going research is investigating mobile technologies and care
coordination models for improving PrEP adherence under
daily dosing schedules [37, 38], and event-based dosing and
long-acting PrEP formulations may provide alternative ap-
proaches to the challenge of long-term adherence [39].

This study has 4 key limitations. First, we modeled the core
behavioral indications in CDC’s guidelines for PrEP use by
MSM, but not the sexually transmitted infection diagnosis com-
ponent. This would involve modeling the transmission of mul-
tiple non-HIV infections, including their biological interactions
with HIV. This was outside the scope of the current models, but

it is planned for future research. Although diagnoses of sexually
transmitted infections may be important to consider as inde-
pendent risk factors for HIV infection [5], they are also typically
used in practice as indicators of behavioral risk more objective
than self-reports; these behaviors were already well captured in
our model. Second, our models assume unbiased recall of sexual
behaviors and reporting of those behaviors to clinicians pre-
scribing PrEP. To the extent that behaviors would be underre-
ported [40], this could overestimate PrEP performance. Third,
many of the underlying sexual behaviors, the basis of the mod-
eled PrEP indications in these models, have been parameterized
from 2 studies on MSM in Atlanta. Although risk behaviors of
MSM in these studies were similar to broader national data [41],
the generalizability of our models to the larger population of
MSM in the United States is unknown.

In conclusion, PrEP provides a fundamental new opportunity
in HIV prevention among MSM in the United States, where
condoms and other behavioral methods of risk reduction
have been inconsistently or insufficiently used. The benefits of
PrEP in reducing HIV incidence in the next decade will require
sustained uptake and high adherence among MSM at risk of in-
fection through their networks of sexual partnerships. Because
the levels of PrEP use among MSM has been low to date, further
research and implementation efforts are needed to clarify the
long-term effectiveness of PrEP as part of a comprehensive
HIV prevention plan. That prevention plan should continue
to stress the importance of existing risk-reduction strategies,
such as condom use, along with PrEP for MSM as indicated.
Our study confirms that the indications for PrEP use in the
CDC guidelines strike a good balance with respect to interven-
tion impact and efficiency and should be used by clinicians in
determining their prescriptions. Under these conditions, PrEP
could reduce new infections by one-third over the next decade.
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